Track & trace solutions for the NHS
eTrakLogic is a fully hosted, cost effective solution which allows you to track anything, and anyone in transit.

**Specimen Tracking:**
Real-time electronic data capture ensures the full chain of custody is recorded from the point of collection, be that the GP Surgery, Medical Centre or other Hospital Department, right the way through to the Laboratory for testing.

**Asset Tracking:**
In many hospital departments, the measure of performance is dependent on the way assets are managed. eTrakLogic allows you to track high value items and identify their last known location.

**Patient Transport Service:**
eTrakLogic can be used to manage the transport of patients to and from their homes to out-patients’ appointments, clinics, physiotherapy or non-urgent inter-hospital transfers.

**NHS approved 4G SIM Cards**
We offer NHS secure 4G SIMs which provide a secure, robust and reliable data connectivity. Our FOC management platform allows your Trust to monitor data usage in real-time.

**Features & Benefits:**
- secure encrypted IP data transit included via a private tunnel
- high speed 4G LTE data without throttling
- static IP address for mobile devices
- cost effective shared pooled data allowance
- real-time central management console
- voice optional

**How it works**
- Real-time data capture
- Replace manual processes and get instant job updates
- Facilitates easy communication between staff
- Route Optimisation and Navigation options
- Options to integrate with back office systems
- SaaS (end-to-end service provision)
- Generate and export reports in various formats

Get in touch to request a trial!

Contact us today to find out more or to arrange a no-obligation demonstration
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To compliment our eTrakLogic track and trace software application, we offer a range of barcoded transport bags and cases, giving you a complete single source solution for the transportation of samples and blood products from the GP Practice to the processing laboratory.

Offering the same level of control and traceability as the software itself, our secure transport solutions give you significant financial and operational benefits.

### Laboratory Transport Cases

- In conjunction with ice packs, these validated cases allow the moving of laboratory samples at the correct temperature
- Can be manufactured in a PVC material that will combat 99.9% of bacteria
- Various tamper evident seals options are available to ensure security whilst in transit
- Unique barcode label to the back of each case to enable tracking in transit
- Can be personalised with the Hospital or Trust name

### Polythene Transport Bags

- LDPE transport bags with self adhesive closure
- Easy entry perforations to make processing easier
- Made to a size that suits your needs
- Optional absorbent pads can be inserted
- Barcoded to assist with tracking the samples whilst in transit
- Custom printed to your required design

### Leakproof Specimen Bags

If a leakage occurs, it is contained and does not contaminate other samples in the same consignment, which is key in avoiding unnecessary costly delays.

- Manufactured of HDPE to offer a higher level of puncture resistance
- Edge to edge leakproof self adhesive seal
- Additional peelable adhesive strip on reverse to attach a request form if needed
- Easy entry tabs at base of bag
- Custom printed
- Sequential barcode can be added to the print design if needed

### Blood Transport Cases

- These validated cases allow blood products to be moved at a stable ambient temperature or alternatively, when used with ice packs, stable cooler temperature can be achieved
- Can be manufactured in antimicrobial material
- Tamper evident to ensure security in transit
- Unique barcode label to the back of each case to enable tracking in transit
- Can be personalised with the back of each case to enable tracking in transit

For more information contact us today +44 (0) 161 776 4009